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The BCHR Network is pleased to present the BCHR Newsletter 
Update, which provides a host of insights into the work of the 
network and its members. The main purpose of this newsletter 
is to a) share information about the work of the network and its 
members to a wider audience, and b) to strengthen co-operation 
and co-ordination between the network members themselves 
and with other interested parties.    

• Click  here  to learn more about the BCHR Network.

• Click  here  for a complete list of the BCHR Network members.

The BCHR Network

http://www.networkbchr.org/
http://www.networkbchr.org/#!join-the-network/c24vq
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The next BCHR Network annual meeting will take place on the 30th of 
November 2017 in Geneva, following the closing of the UN Forum on 
Business and Human Rights. You are invited to register online here. 
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Network Announcements

We are pleased to announce that the next BCHR Network annual meeting 
will take place on the 30th of November 2017 in Geneva, following the 
closing of the UN Forum on Business and Human Rights. 
All our members are most welcome to take part in this international 
gathering aimed at discussing the latest developments in the network’s 
field of research as well as the next activities of the Network. 

We kindly invite you to send us your suggestions regarding contents by 
sending an email to: maria.prandi@networkbchr.org

We would be delighted to hear about your ideas to make the most of this 
event. 

You are invited to register online here. 

mailto:maria.prandi%40networkbchr.org?subject=
https://www.networkbchr.org/register-for-the-annual-meeting
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A. EVENTS, WORKSHOPS AND COURSES
• Tackling Modern Slavery in UK Businesses
Date: February – June 2017
Place:  Various UK locations
Organized by: stronger2gether
Workshop designed for: UK industry sectors whose businesses and UK supply chains are characterised by 
a high proportion of migrant workers undertaking unskilled and irregular work.

Learn more

B. NEW LIBRARY RESOURCES

• ICAR Releases Assessment of the U.S. National Action Plan on 
Responsible Business Conduct 
Author: ICAR
In December 2016, the United States government launched its first National Action 
Plan (NAP) on Responsible Business Conduct. In response, ICAR has conducted 
a structured assessment of the U.S. NAP, using the NAP’s Checklist developed and 
published by ICAR and the Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR) as part of the 
ICAR-DIHR NAPs Toolkit.     

     Learn more

• Beauty and a Beast: Child Labour in India for Sparkling Cars 
and Cosmetics
Author: SOMO
This report focuses on child labour in Jharkhand/Bihar for mica mining and processing, 
and the role of Dutch companies and main manufacturers of pearlescent pigments 
globally.
               Learn more

Network Announcements Other announcements
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http://stronger2gether.org/training/    
http://stronger2gether.org/training/    
https://goo.gl/pxpPAx 
https://goo.gl/JmJiUj
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International News  
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• Corporate Human Rights Benchmark Results
Source: Corporate Human Rights Benchmark 
Date: February 2017
The 2017 Corporate Human Rights Benchmark assesses 98 of the largest publicly traded companies in the 
world on 100 human rights indicators. The results reveal a small group of leaders pulling ahead of the rest.
           Learn more

• Expansion of Renewable Energies in Mexico Has Victims, Too
Source: Inter Press Service
Date: 17 February 2017
The growing number of wind and solar power projects in the southern Mexican state of Yucatán are 
part of a positive change in Mexico’s energy mix. But affected communities do not see it in the same 
way, due to the fact that they are not informed or consulted, and because of how the phenomenon 
changes their lives.
           Learn more

• Minister Orders Factory Closure After alleged Abuse of Guest Workers
Source: The Jordan Times
Date: 25 February 2017
Labour Minister Ali Ghezawi ordered the closure of a garment factory in Irbid for violations against its 
workers. According to a statement e-mailed to The Jordan Times, the plant in question was found in 
violation of the Labour Law. The previous week, guest worker advocacy groups accused the garment 
factory of violations that they said could involve human trafficking offences. 

Learn more

• Olympics: Host City Contract Requires Human Rights
Source: Human Rights Watch
Date: 28 February 2017
“The move by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to incorporate human rights principles in 
its Host City Contract could help prevent major abuses by future Olympic hosts”, the Sport and Rights 
Alliance (SRA) said on the 28th of February.                                                                          
           Learn more

https://www.corporatebenchmark.org 
https://goo.gl/LDHrnw 
https://goo.gl/fzprbY 
https://goo.gl/PMKWW2 
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• French Cement Giant Admits ‘Unacceptable Practices’ at Syria Plant
Source: RFI Times 
Date: 02 March 2017
LafargeHolcim, a French cement maker, admitted that it had paid armed groups in Syria to continue its 
local operations. In a statement released Thursday after an internal investigation, the company says it 
“provided funds to third parties to work out arrangements” with a “number of armed groups, including 
sanctioned parties”.

Learn more

• National Human Rights Commission of Thailand Looks into Cross-
Border Rights Violations
Source: Myanmar Times 
Date: 06 March 2017
The delegation led by Tuenjai Deetes the National Human Rights Commissioner of Thailand – along with 
journalists, researchers and civil society representatives – visited Dawei in late February to exchange views 
in a public forum and push forward the investigation of two Thailand cross-border investment firms.

Learn more

• Lawsuit: World Bank Arm Aided Firm that Hired ‘Death Squads’
Source: The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists 
Date: 08 March 2017
A lawsuit filed in a U.S. court alleges that the World Bank Group aided a campaign of terror against 
peasants who have tried to block a powerful Honduran palm oil company’s expansion of its industrial-
scale plantations.

Learn more

• Recycling Misery: How Coca-Cola Profits from Garbage Collected by 
Mexican Children
Source: Univision 
Date: 13 March 2017
The company is aware that children participate in garbage collection. However, it does not appear that it 
has taken strict measures to avoid it, even though the company in principle opposes the direct or indirect 
use of child labor in its supply chains.

Learn more

https://goo.gl/r7Agy2 
https://goo.gl/JbnhRr 
https://goo.gl/LrfyKA 
https://goo.gl/dv9ZzA
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• New Approach to Human Rights Impact Assessments Would See 
Communities and Companies Collaborate
Source: Danish Institute for Human Rights 
Date: 22 March 2017
The Columbia Center on Sustainable Investment, the Danish Institute for Human Rights and the 
Sciences Po Law School Clinic published a discussion paper entitled ‘A Collaborative Approach to Human 
Rights Impact Assessment.’ The paper proposes a new approach to conducting Human Rights Impact 
Assessments (HRIAs) of business operations or projects. This brings together project-affected people, 
such as communities and workers, the company involved, and other stakeholders to jointly design and 
implement an assessment.

Learn more

• The United Nations Working Group on Business and Human Rights 
Called Members of the G20 to Implement The Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights
Source: OCHR 
Date: 24 March 2017
The working group charges the G20 members to reference the UNGP in the Ministerial Declaration and 
in the G20 Leaders’ Declaration. Additionally, the working group made a series of recommendations in 
order to implement the UNGP within the country members of the G20.
               Learn more

https://goo.gl/Vy8Mqt 
https://goo.gl/vIUWxk 
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The Network brings together researchers, practitioners and NGO members from various fields with the 
aim of researching and analysing the role of business in conflict situations, reducing the human and 
people’s rights violations and any other negative social and environmental impact as well as other adverse 
consequences. It also looks at the potential role of companies in relation to peace building. 

The Network reflects upon the causes, dynamics and consequences of business involvement in armed 
conflicts and systematic state repression, as well as upon existing or potential responses to such 
involvements in light of the responsibilities of all concerned actors and ongoing international and local 
efforts to develop and apply appropriate initiatives and guidelines. 

Visit: http://www.networkbchr.org/

About our Network

BCHR Newsletter N 21 March 2017

http://www.networkbchr.org/
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Sharing and posting materials
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We very much welcome your comments and suggestions on how the BCHR newsletter can better 
serve the network’s needs and interests as well as those of its members. We kindly invite you to 
share this newsletter with academics, NGO and practitioners that might be interested in its content.

If you are interested in contributing to future editions of the newsletter, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at maria.prandi@networkbchr.org. 


